The topology optimization (TO) of structures to be produced using additive manufacturing (AM) is explored using a data-driven constraint function on the minimum producible size of small features in different shapes and orientations. This shape-and orientation-dependent manufacturing constraint, derived from experimental data, is implemented within a TO framework using a modified version of the Moving Morphable Components (MMC) approach. Because the analytic constraint function is fully differentiable, gradient-based optimization can be used. The MMC approach is extended in this work to include a "bootstrapping" step, which provides initial component layouts to the MMC algorithm based on intermediate Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) topology optimization results. This "bootstrapping" approach improves convergence compared to reference MMC implementations. Results from two compliance design optimization example problems demonstrate the successful integration of the manufacturability constraint in the MMC approach, and the optimal designs produced show minor changes in topology and shape compared to designs produced using fixed-radius filters in the traditional SIMP approach. The use of this data-driven manufacturability constraint makes it possible to take better advantage of the achievable complexity in additive manufacturing processes, while resulting in typical penalties to the design objective function of around only 2% when compared to the unconstrained case.
After a brief literature review, the manufacturing constraint is described and applied to the topology optimization problem, followed by an explanation of the bootstrapping approach. Lastly, preliminary results are presented and discussed.
BACKGROUND
The topology optimization problem seeks to divide a design domain into solid ( = 1) and void ( = 0) regions in order to minimize an objective function; the objective considered here is compliance minimization. Two recent surveys cover the vast literature in this field [10, 11] , and only a brief introduction to two solution approaches is given here.
In this work, the domain is divided into uniform rectangular finite elements. The problem statement is
where the state variable is the element displacements, each of the elements having a stiffness set by its individual density which is controlled by the decision variable . The linear elastic relationship is the state equation, where is the vector of applied loads and the global stiffness matrix. The volume constraint restricts the total fraction of solid elements.
In the SIMP approach, the decision variable consists of the continuous density of each element, i.e. ( ) = and = ; = . Solid/void solutions are encouraged by penalizing the elastic modulus of intermediate-density elements using Eqn. (1b) where and are the elastic modulus of solid and void elements, respectively; 0 is the fully dense element stiffness matrix; and is a penalization constant set to 3.0 [9] . The optimized structure is developed implicitly as the decision variable sets the density of each element; post-processing converts this grayscale image to a smooth manufacturable design. To ensure the created structures are accurately modelled by FEA, the filtering approach of Guest et al. [12] is employed to enforce a constant minimum thickness of all solid regions.
Moving Morphable Components
In contrast to the implicit SIMP approach, the MMC framework defines geometry explicitly, using the decision variable to define control points on a set of parametric primitive shapes ("morphable components") which are projected onto the design domain to set element densities [13] . The new approach described later in this paper is an adaptation of the MMC formulation described below, which is itself adapted from Refs. [13] [14] [15] .
The design domain is pre-populated with components each consisting of the offset of a line segment parameterized by endpoint locations and offset distance (thickness); see Figure 1 [13] .
FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC OF COMPONENT
To construct the density field, a smoothed Heaviside function is applied to the distance field for each component at each finite element centroid, according to
with parameters , the distance to the component (arguments to omitted for clarity); the regularization parameter describing the width of the transition; and ̅ , the bulk density of the component (i.e. 1.0). In this way elements smoothly transition from void (outside) to ̅ (inside) over a band of size 2 . The density of FEA element (denoted ) is assigned by sampling this function at the element centroid ( , ) for each component and retaining the maximum:
( ( , , ), , ̅ ).
Unlike SIMP, the design variable consists of the parameters of all the components; as a result the minimum and maximum bounds on are more complex, dependent on the domain shape and range of acceptable element thicknesses.
Derivatives are computed using the chain rule. Equations (1a) and (1b) provide the derivative of with respect to element density ; the derivative with respect to the decision variables can be obtained as
For implementation convenience, the derivative of each density with respect to each design variable is computed numerically, following the approach of Refs. [13, 15] . This derivative could be constructed explicitly by replacing the max function in Eqn. (3) with a "softmax" alternative.
In this work when reporting and comparing objective function values, the "thresholded compliance" will be used, denoted ̅ and constructed by thresholding the densities in the design domain so as to satisfy the volume constraint. This eliminates artifacts due to penalization of intermediate density elements.
Bootstrapping Approaches
"Bootstrapping" refers to the idea of leveraging existing resources to produce a more complex or capable outcome. Here, bootstrapping refers to using SIMP to select the starting locations for components in the MMC process, described in detail shortly. Similar concepts have been explored by Bremicker et al. [16] , who extracted a topology from a SIMP solution and used it as the starting point for shape optimization, leveraging a computer vision technique to produce a shape skeleton, or single-pixel-wide backbone of a shape [17] . Similar chaining of topology and subsequent shape optimization are used under human direction in engineering practice, for an example see Chang and Tang [18] .
In a recent review, Sigmund and Maute [11] point out the need for more topology optimization research in "hybrid approaches" in which the benefits of two topology optimization approaches are combined to remove initial condition sensitivity and improve convergence. While not the primary contribution of this work, the approach presented here also begins to address this need.
Manufacturing Constraints in Topology Optimization
Liu and Ma [1] review various approaches for incorporating manufacturing constraints into the topology optimization problem in order to avoid post-processing steps which often destroy the local optimality of the solution. For AM, two most-studied constraints are the minimum feature size and the maximum overhang angle.
Minimum feature size has long been integrated into the SIMP approach in order to produce mesh-dependent designs (i.e. through filtering the density field), and Lazarov et al. [19] survey these approaches in the context of manufacturability. Recently, an approach which adapts this filter to the direction-dependent feature size characteristic of most AM processes has also been presented [20] . In the MMC framework, minimum feature size for each component can be explicitly constrained, but narrow hinges can still form where two members overlap just slightly, as explored by Hoang and Jang [21] .
Overhang angle has also been studied, but far less extensively [22] [23] [24] [25] . Some authors utilize asymmetric filters and projections in a framework similar to SIMP, to ensure that solid elements are only allowed in locations with appropriate support leading to optimized structures containing many small elements which simultaneously bear load and support otherwise unmanufacturable structures [22, 23, 25] . Typically, these approaches incur a penalty to the objective function of 2-10% when applied to standard test problems.
Guo et al. [24] built specific constraints into the formulation of their MMC and Moving Morphable Voids (MMV) approaches to ensure the result follows the overhang angle constraint. This works well in their MMC implementation, in which the orientation of the part on the build plate is included as a decision variable and results in only 1% increase in the objective function compared to an unconstrained design. Their MMV approach does not include orientation as a decision variable and the resulting geometry differs significantly from the optimal, with a corresponding 14% penalty in the objective function. Liu and Ma [1] cite overhang angle constraints as a significant unsolved problem in topology optimization for AM, noting the substantial change in shape and objective function value seen in most approaches.
DATA-DRIVEN MANUFACTURING CONSTRAINTS
In this section, the conceptual basis for the proposed additive manufacturing constraint is presented. In previous work [6, 7] , a piecewise-continuous, polynomial minimum feature size design rule function for small features produced by an AM platform was presented. The design rule returns the minimum manufacturable diameter of a beam given its length and angle from the build direction; see Figure 2 .
FIGURE 2. SCHEMATIC OF A SMALL FEATURE
Instead of imposing an explicit overhang constraint, the experiment used required all manufacturable features to possess a continuous core of solid material. Because overhanging features in the process studied exhibit surface defects in the downward direction, correspondingly larger minimum feature thicknesses were obtained, suitably penalizing these difficult-tomanufacture features. The experimental data collected also includes horizontal "bridging" features which connect two supporting bodies. This ability to incorporate bridges with experiment-driven sizing information is a significant advantage of the present approach over overhang angle constraints, as it allows some manufacturable horizontal features in the final design.
For the present work, the 2D optimized structure is assumed to extend a relatively small distance into the plane, and manufacturing constraints from small cylinders are assumed valid for the rectangular cross-section of the 2D features extended uniformly into the plane. The experimentally-determined constraint function for a material extrusion machine, including bridging data, are shown in Figure 3 and denoted ( , ) where is the feature length and is the angle between the feature axis and the build direction. This manufacturability constraint function is assumed to be already known at the start of the optimization process, and is not derived in this work.
FIGURE 3. THE PARAMETRIC CONSTRAINT FUNCTION
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BOOTSTRAPPED CONSTRAINED MOVING MORPHABLE COMPONENTS
In this section, the details of the bcMMC approach are presented, which builds on the MMC method described above. Specific extension to the MMC method are described, including the integration of the data-driven manufacturing constraint and the bootstrapping method used. After a brief overview, subsections present details of the bootstrapping process and the constrained MMC method. Figure 4 shows an overview of the bcMMC algorithm, which consists of two phases, an initial bootstrapping phase and a main constrained optimization phase. It takes as input an optimization domain, load and support conditions, and a build direction (Figure 4a ). In the bootstrapping phase, a SIMP solution with fixed minimum feature size is computed (Figure 4b) . Then, the density field is converted into a set of connected morphable components (Figure 4c ) which serve as the starting configuration for the constrained optimization. This is described in the Phase 1 subsection below.
Overview
In Phase 2, the MMC optimizer adjusts the component endpoints and thicknesses to minimize the objective (Figure 4d ). At each iteration, the minimum manufacturable thickness for each component is assessed using the constraint function described previously ( Figure 4e ). As the thickness of each component approaches the minimum manufacturable value, its bulk density is smoothly reduced from fully dense to void. Each component is projected to the new density field (Figure 4f ), FEA and sensitivity calculations are performed, and the optimizer updates the decision variables (Figure 4g ). The process repeats until a convergence criterion is reached and is described in detail in the "Phase 2" subsection.
For example consider the component labelled with a triangle in Figure 4d . On each iteration, the component's orientation and length and thickness are used to place it in the manufacturability space, which assigns it a "manufacturability margin" based on the difference between the current thickness (triangle in Figure 4e ) and the constraint surface. In this case, the triangle is near the constraint surface and marginally manufacturable, so it is assigned an intermediate bulk density, which is used when the component is projected onto the FEA element grid (Figure 4f ). 
Phase 1: Bootstrapping
In this subsection, the bootstrapping approach which provides the main optimizer with an intelligent and connected initial component configuration is detailed. The SIMP algorithm is used to provide a preliminary component layout for the constrained optimization procedure described in the next subsection, producing a "bootstrapped constrained" MMC or bcMMC approach. Bootstrapping provides a dramatic improvement in convergence time to a stable equilibrium compared with an MMC solution initialized with arbitrarily-distributed components (measured in both compute time and iteration count). However, the search space is narrowed by starting the MMC optimization near a local minimum without the opportunity to explore different and possibly more performant areas of the search space. Note that the main algorithm can still effect topology changes by overlapping or penalizing members which it deems inefficient in light of the manufacturing constraints. This procedure follows in the spirit of Bremicker et al. [16] , who used the shape skeleton as a means to extract features from a SIMP solution.
Here, the SIMP algorithm is first run for a small number of iterations to produce an initial solution to the optimization problem under a fixed minimum feature size that is just less than the smallest manufacturable feature (see Figure 5a ). SIMP quickly converges from a uniform initial condition (i.e. gray; not shown) to near a local optimum, reducing the need for the MMC algorithm to slowly move components over long distances.
To create the initial component layout, the SIMP density field is first preprocessed by applying a threshold to the grayscale design and using a morphological closing operation to eliminate small holes (Figure 5b ). The shape skeleton is then computed (Figure 5c ). By design, the shape skeleton preserves the topology of the input, but converts all members to single-pixel-wide features. The junction points in the skeleton, where two or more skeletal branches come together, are extracted.
Adjacent junction points in the skeletal graph are connected with straight segments (Figure  5d ). Each segment will form the center line of a component. Segments which are shorter than a pre-determined threshold, , are removed and nearby junction points merged. In order for each linear component to more precisely reflect the original shape, the locations of all junction points are moved so as to minimize the deviation of the linear segments from the center lines of the features in the density field (Figure 5e ). In addition, new component segments are added to connect the skeleton to each of the load or support points in the problem setup, ensuring that the design does not become disconnected from the boundaries.
To provide the optimizer with additional flexibility in determining the shape and structure of the final design, long components (in this case those with length greater than 5 ) are divided in half, with a new junction point inserted at the midpoint and initial thicknesses set according to the average thickness of the corresponding region of the SIMP design, scaled so as to respect the volume constraint (Figure 5f ).
FIGURE 5. BOOTSTRAPPING PROCEDURE, ILLUSTRATED; SEE TEXT FOR DESCRIPTION
Phase 2: Constrained MMC Optimization Two key modifications of the MMC framework are presented to enforce the manufacturing constraint: (1) the components are explicitly and inexorably connected, and (2) the density of unmanufacturable features is penalized.
For reasons described later, it is desirable to explicitly link the end points of each component to its neighbors. The bootstrapping process provides this linkage information, and the structure of the decision variable is changed from that presented in the Background to consist of a series of junction point coordinates followed by a series of component thicknesses, while the mapping between junction points and thicknesses is tracked separately. This is similar to the Connected Morphable Components of Ref. [13] ; however, in the present work more than two components can share a junction.
At each update in the new bcMMC framework, the th component is assigned a minimum thickness value, = ( ) = ( , ) based on its length and orientation , which are computed from the component endpoints. Components with "manufacturability margin" (Δ , defined as − ) less than zero cannot be produced and should not be permitted by the optimizer. The build direction is specified manually.
This manufacturability information is integrated into the bcMMC method by penalizing the component density of unmanufacturable features. Because the optimization formulation already penalizes intermediate-density elements (using in Eqn. (1b)), the optimizer is incentivized to either bring them back to full density (by thickening them or changing the angle/shape of the feature) or shrink them until they reach zero density, removing them from the solution. Density penalization based on member thickness is used successfully by Norato et al. [14] , where noninteger components were penalized so that the design could be realized using readily-available stock material. A penalization approach has the additional benefit of allowing the optimizer to remove components from the problem by exploiting the penalization to assign them zero density, something difficult in other MMC implementations.
The bulk density of a component is controlled by specifying the maximum value of the smoothed Heaviside projection, i.e. by setting ̅ in Eqn. (3) . Reducing ̅ from unity causes the entire interior of a component to become less dense (see Figure 4f) . Ideally, the bulk density of the component should transition from solid to void as the manufacturability margin drops to zero. To avoid discontinuities, the transition is governed by another application of the smoothed Heaviside function, this time with (new) smoothing parameter . Equation (3) can be rewritten
Note that a formula for explicit derivatives could still be obtained, despite the added interaction between ̅ and , because the constraint function is differentiable. Numeric derivatives are used in this implementation, however.
The above approach handles manufacturability constraints for individual components. However, components often overlap to form larger effective structures in MMC solutions. Since longer features require larger minimum diameters to be manufacturable, two individually manufacturable features could join end to end to create an unmanufacturable result. To overcome this difficulty, component endpoints are explicitly merged in the bcMMC approach, producing "chains" of components linked end-to-end to create a larger equivalent feature that can also be evaluated for manufacturability.
As a heuristic to prevent chains from forming unmanufacturable features, the components in the chain are combined into an "equivalent component" created by taking the average angle, average thickness, and total length of the chain elements (see Figure 6) . A thickness margin for the equivalent chain is obtained by querying the constraint function using the equivalent component's shape parameters. The bulk density ( ̅ ) for all components in a chain is redefined to use the smallest of the thickness margins of each chain component and of the equivalent component. This causes entire chains to be removed all at once from the design space, preventing dangling components which are not supported from forming.
Experimental evidence suggests a continuation approach which slowly decreases the smoothing parameter over the first 40-80 iterations allows the optimizer time to thicken components before they are reduced to zero density. Such an approach is used here.
One additional minor implementation detail is of note: To avoid having the optimizer exploit the volume constraint by placing part of a component (partly) outside the analysis domain, the locations of the junction points are required to remain away from the domain boundary, except on edges with symmetry boundary conditions and on the build plate (geometry on the build plate is assumed to be more easily producible because it is everywhere supported). This "Endpoint Keepout Zone" is specified in the problem definition and works to keep most of the component mass inside the domain, so that the FEA, volume constraint, and manufacturability assessment can all be applied uniformly (see Figure 7) . It does not add any effectiveness to the bcMMC approach, only avoids unrealistic results.
RESULTS
In this section, some preliminary results obtained using the bcMMC approach are presented. First, a validation study evaluates the bootstrapping approach, followed by two examples demonstrating the value of using feature-driven manufacturability penalties. Unless otherwise stated, parameters for all problems in this section are shown in Table 1 , where and correspond to the width of an element and of the domain, respectively. The optimizer used is the Method of Moving Asymptotes algorithm by Svanberg [26] ; SIMP results are generated using the top110 code by Andreassen et al. [27] utilizing the projection filter from [12] . 
Convergence of bcMMC
Because SIMP quickly provides an initial configuration close to a local minimum, the bootstrapping approach is expected to converge more quickly to a good solution. To evaluate this
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consider compliance minimization in the 160x80 element domain (2:1 aspect ratio) shown in Figure 8a . It is solved using three approaches: (1) Using only SIMP; (2) using only the main MMC framework with a set of isolated components in the initial condition shown in Figure 8b (as in [15] ); and (3) using the bcMMC technique with 50 SIMP iterations. The volume fraction is set to 40%, and the minimum feature size is set to 2.4 element widths. For this trial, the keep-out zone is disabled and no manufacturability penalties are applied.
FIGURE 8. (a) DESIGN DOMAIN (b) INITIAL COMPONENT DISTRIBUTION
Summary results are presented in Table 2 . The iteration history plot (shown in Figure 9 ) shows the SIMP result quickly converges to a low (good) objective function value, beyond which slow, steady improvement is seen. The non-bootstrapped MMC solution converges slowly due to the need to move each individual component into position, but ultimately reaches an objective function value 5.4% higher than SIMP. The bootstrapping process creates an initial component layout after 50 iterations of SIMP, after which a few iterations of higher objective are seen as the optimizer adjusts for irregularities introduced by the bootstrapping process, but then drops quickly to an objective function value only about 1.6% higher than SIMP, stopping after only 146 MMC iterations. The optimization is stopped when the largest iteration-to-iteration change in any entry in the state vector drops below 0.1% of its allowable range.
To quantitatively assess the differences in convergence, the number of iterations required for thresholded compliance to drop and remain below 80 is considered (see dashed line in Figure 9 ). The bcMMC solution reaches this threshold in 70 iterations, which though worse than SIMP is a 72% improvement over non-bootstrapped MMC. SIMP consistently outperforms unconstrained bcMMC; however SIMP is unable to incorporate the feature-driven manufacturing constraints which are the focus of this work. 
FIGURE 9. BOOTSTRAPPING TEST CONVERGENCE; LOWER VALUES ARE BETTER
The Short Beam Problem
The short beam problem considers the design of a manufacturable cantilevered beam with the configuration shown in Figure 10 Figure  10 . The SIMP filter size is set to create 0.6mm (0.024 in) minimum features, a thickness which is just below the smallest value for any feature at any orientation or length in the manufacturing constraint function for the process used. The volume fraction is set to 50%. The SIMP algorithm is run for 50 iterations prior to bootstrapping, and the main optimization code allowed to run until convergence up to 200 additional iterations.
FIGURE 10. SETUP FOR THE SHORT BEAM PROBLEM
Intermediate results for the bootstrapping are shown in Figure 11 . After 50 iterations, the SIMP code produces geometry with fine details (Figure 11a ), but some are lost in the conversion to component layout shown in Figure 11b . The small features which are removed have a relatively minor impact on the overall performance of the structure, and are likely not manufacturable anyway. Table 3 show the bcMMC layouts and density fields for two different build directions. In both cases, the manufacturability penalty is active. In the top row, the build direction is orthogonal to the build plate shown in Figure 10 . All of the small features present in the SIMP design are retained, though some are reshaped, resulting in a thresholded compliance 1.2% higher than a reference SIMP solution with minimum feature size of 1.0 mm (0.039 in, large enough to generally be manufacturable on the selected process for overhang angles less than 45°). Note that in contrast to the reference SIMP solution, the results of both bcMMC solutions presented in Table 3 fully satisfy the parametric minimum feature size design rule and should be manufacturable. Even though many overhanging members exist in this configuration, they all lie above the experimentally-determined minimum feature diameter for their respective orientations.
In the second row of Table 3 , the same problem is solved, with the build direction rotated 90°. In this case, most components are more easily manufactured, except for two nearly-horizontal components (see arrows) which have been removed as inefficient by the optimizer by thinning until the effective density is zero and redistributing their material to other components. The objective function value for this case, ̅ = 62.55, lags the SIMP solution by 1.45%. The central large features in this design show some asymmetry due to sensitivity of the shape skeleton operation used in bootstrapping which resulted in uneven penalization of the two horizontal components, and is a clear shortcoming of this approach. Several intermediate steps from this case are shown in Figure 12 .
FIGURE 12. INTERMEDIATE RESULTS FOR THE ROTATED SHORT BEAM
PROBLEM.
The MBB Beam Problem
The well-known MBB problem is also solved; Figure 13 shows half of the symmetric design domain modelled by 225x75 FEA elements and measuring 45mm by 15 mm (3:1). The SIMP implementation used for bootstrapping employs a -continuation approach which yields the more intricate microstructure in the center of the domain by incrementing from 1.0 to 3.0 in steps of 0.1 every 50 iterations. After reaches 3.0, the beta parameter of the Heaviside projection filter of Guest et al. [12] is incremented until either convergence is reached or when 1200 iterations have occurred. The SIMP filter ensures at least 0.6mm (0.024 in) thick features, which is just less than the smallest manufacturable feature size. The volume fraction is set to 40%. Because of the continuation used, bootstrapping is performed after all 1200 SIMP iterations, producing the result shown in Figure 14 . Table 4 shows three manufactured designs. All three struggle with surface finish in the overhanging features; however the drooping in the very thin members in the more aggressive SIMP case (with minimum member thickness of 0.71 mm or 0.028 in) result in a significant fraction of each beam not being fully manifested. The bcMMC optimizer adjusts the overhang angle and thickness of major features in the design to be better supported, and thickens some of the smaller elements to increase manufacturing performance (see arrows in Table 4 manufacturing constraint to allow bridging members enables the top element to be retained without additional supports, unlike the other overhang topology optimization approaches surveyed.
TABLE 4. MBB PROBLEM RESULTS
CONCLUSION
A data-driven constraint function for topology optimization of designs for AM developed previously has been incorporated into a Moving Morphable Components (MMC) topology optimization framework. To support this constraint, which provides a different minimum member thickness based on the shape and orientation of each straight segment in a design, a variant of the MMC framework is presented which utilizes SIMP to generate preliminary designs to serve as starting points. This "Bootstrapped Constrained MMC" approach (bcMMC) implements this manufacturability constraint and provides faster convergence to optimized solutions than reference MMC implementations.
Compared to other manufacturing constraints on topology optimization for AM, which typically utilize a single fixed minimum feature size and a maximum overhang angle, this functional constraint method helps take better advantage of the space of manufacturable geometries, increasing the design complexity the optimizer can achieve. For example, short horizontal "bridging" features can be included, providing solutions which more nearly match the unconstrained case while still being manufacturable.
The compliance minimization examples presented use a constraint function created for a material extrusion AM platform, but the approach is easily generalized to other objective functions and AM processes. The modified optimization process ensures the design is both optimized and manufacturable, and makes relatively small changes to the part topology, component orientation, and component size compared to fixed minimum feature size techniques, with a penalty to the objective function of less than 5%.
Exciting possible extensions of this work include adapting the approach to 3D problems, different objective functions, and other AM processes. Automatically generating and incorporating additional components to act as support material for overhanging features would also be advantageous. 
